
STABLE POINTS ON STACKS

ISAMU IWANARJ

  1. APPROXIMATING ALGEBRAIC STACKS TO SCHEMES OR ALGEBRAIC SPACES
  A coarse moduli g.pace for a,n a]gebraic stacki is an algebraic space that is the closest

to the algebraic st,ack. First let us recall the definition of a coarse moduli space:

Definition 1.1. Let ,V be an algebraic (Artin) stack over a scheme S. A coarse moduli

map for X is a morphism

                               T:,V-X
over S such that

 (1) X is an algebraic space over S,
 (2) T is universal among maps t•o algebraic spaceg. ,
 (3) for any algebraically closed S-field K, T gives rise to a, bijective map from t,he set
    of the isomorphism classes of X(K) t,o the set, of Is'-valued points X(K).

  Informally speaking, we have the rough slogan:

   Algebraic st,ack = Groupoid valued sheaf + Algebraically Geometric structures,

 Scheme or Algebraic space = Set values sheaf + Algebraically Geometric structures.

  From this point of view, it is clear that the coarse moduli space X for an algebraic
stack ,V loses the information arising from the non-trivial morphisms which belong to
groupoids. For example, in general, the category of sheaves on ,V is quite different from
that of X. However, in t,he treatment of algebraic stacks wre often need the exist,ence of
a coarse moduli space. Namely, t,he proof sometimes relies on the existence of a coarse
moduli space. The typical use can be found in the proof of Riemann-Roch theorem
for Deligne-Mumford stacks due to Toen (l13]). rl"hus, coarse moduli spaces provide
usefu1 bridges bet,ween the geometry of stacks a•nd schemes and algebraic g.paces.
  Now we will try, to construct a coarse moduli space for a given stack ,V. If we ignore
" Algebraically Geometric structures" in the above slogan, we eELsily find the way: rl"ake

a connected component of groupoids. Namely, vievvT ,V as a functor

                      ,V : (Schemes)6t - (Groupoids)

and define 7ro(tV)(S) == 7ro(X(S)) for any scheme S. In other vLTords, 7ro(X)(S) is the
set of isomorphism classes of groupoids `V(S). A sheafification after t•his truncating
procedure gives rise t•o a sheaf iY on the site (Schemes)6t. This sheaf ,V is the best
approximation of ,V in the category of sheaves on (Schemes)6t. rl"he picture of this
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construction is clear and e削 yto understand since it i日 nothingbut a truncation. 
However, if one take日 accountinto “Algebraically Gのometricstructures", then the 
problem becomes very subtle and difficult. To understand this, let u日recallthe known 
class of algebraic stack日whichhave their coarse moduli日paces,and examples which 
do not. I、hetheorem we first recall is a well-known re日山 d閑 toKeel and Mori ([9]). 

Theorem 1.2 (Keel 
noεtheバG匁きasεschemeS. Let IX→ X be the first {or second) projection in the 
diagram 

X Xxx5x X一一一→X

x[ )s 
x－一一一→X×sx. 

Suppose thαt IX→ X isαβ川temorphism. Then there 印刷sα coαrsemoduli mαp 

π：X→ X 

such that 7九Ox=Ox，αnd汁 ispropεT Gば quasi-finite.Morea開 TX has五nitedia抑制

nal, then X is separated. 

The stack IX→ X is called the inertia stack of X. This stack parametrizes the 
automorphisms of objects in X. Namely, for anyα ：アー→ X,the fiber product 
pr2: IX×x T→ T represent日thefunctor 

Au tr（α） : (T-sch nes）→（grm 自） 

which to any f T →T州日ociatesthe group Autr（α）（T’）：口｛automorphismsof J*α｝ 
The inertia stack can be viewed 制 akind of the free loop space for X. The condition 
IX→ X is a finite morphi日m,is equivalent to imposing that every object in X h加

＆白iiteautomorphism group scheme. In characteri汎iczero, algebraic stacks whose 
inertia are finite, are always Delignか l¥!Iumford.

Next we consider examples of stacks which do not aclmiもcoarsemodu註spaces.
Examples we will keep in mind are the moduli stack of vector bundles on an algebraic 
variety, and more generally, the moduli stack of Gゐundieson the algebraic variety, 
where G is an algebraic group” Another example is the moduli stack of objects of 
derived category of coherent cohornology on a scheme. What happen on an algebraic 
stack which does not admit a coarse moduli space? In order to make an observation, 
consider the open immersion 

Gm」→ A1

of a torus into an affine line over the complex number field. It gives rise to the natural 
action of Gm on A 1. Take the quotient stack [A 1 /Gm]. It is the moduli stack of pairs 
（ιs), where乙isan invertible sheaf A 1ラ ands is a section on A 1. Since we have 
two Gm-orbits on A 1，もhereare two closed poi誌son [A1 /Gm]. On the other har吋
~A 1 /Gm] is connected, thus if we assume that [A 1 /Gm] h紛 acoarse訟 odulispace, then 
it is connected and has exactly two closed points. But such a complex analytic space 
does not exists, and we conclude that [A 1 /Gm] 伽 esnot have a coarse moduli space. 
Put another way, notice that the dimension of the stabilizer at the origin on A 1 is 
positive where剖 theother points have 0-dimensional st山ilizergroups. This collapses 
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the“Algebraic Geomet山 structures"(see [11, page 6]). Therefore if one hope that 
an algebraic stack X h回 acoarse moduli space, then objects in X should have the 
equidimensional automorphisms, that is, IX→ X is equidimensional. ¥Ve can ask 
the converse: if IX→ X is equidimesional, then does X have a coarse moduli space? 
Unfortunately, this problem is quite subtle. Even in the case where IX→X is qu邸 i・
finite, we (at least the author) do not know whether or not X h剖乱 co訂 semoduli 
space. Another point we should note concerns the problem of the finite generation of 
invariant rings. 

2. INTRINSIC STABILITY ON ALGEBRAIC STACKS 

In the proceeding section, we discuss coarse moduli spaces for algebraic stacks, es-
pecially the example of an algebraic stack that does not admit a coarse moduli space. 
The theory dealing with the last problem w出 essentiallyproposed by Mumford in the 
C制 eX = [X/G] where X is an algebraic scheme, and G is a reductive group acting 
on X, that is, Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT) ([11]). Suppose that a reductive 
group G acts on an algebraic scheme X. Mumford defined pre-stable points on X with 
respect to the action of G，叩dproved that G-orbit sp乱ceof pre引 ablepoints has a 
structure of a sch 問 calledthe g切 metricquotient Y (see [11]). It is rephrased that 
the quotient stack [X(Pre)/G] h回 a“coarsemoduli scheme” 

[X(Pre)/G] －→主

Thus, from our point of view, Mumford' GIT provides a machinery that chooses an 
open substack of [X/G] which admits a coarse moduli (if we further take a suitable 
line bundle on [X/G], then we have a polarized coarse mo山 liof the open s山 stackof 
stable points). Inspired from Mumford’s theory and Keel-Mori theore瓜 wewant to 
propose the idea: 

Introduce intrinsically“stability”on a general Artin stack X so that 
stable points xs form an open substack which admits a coarse moduli 
map xs→ x. 

¥Ve first remark that we want to define“intrinsically stable points”on X by using 
local properties on X, and thus we do not take account into the global flavour. At 
this point, the reader might begin to object that if we do not use the global 部 pects
on X (such邸 linearizedline bundle in GIT), the resulting co町田 mod凶 spaceis not 
a good space‘for example, often not separated. Here we would like to call the reader’s 
attention to the observation: Keel-Mori theorem, which we want to take a position 
to generalize, tells us no global information of the coarse moduli space. Recall that 
Theorem 1.2 says that if X has finite diagonal, then the coarse moduli space X for 
X is separated. Nevertheless, if we酪 sumetl削 theexistence of a (not 田 cessarily
separated) co町田 modulispace X, then the proof of the separatedness of X is quite 
formal. Of course, the price is that Keel-Mori theorem tells us very little about how to 
prove that Xis separated. In my opinion, one of the reasons why Keel-Mori theorem 
is useful, is that the finiteness of IX→ X is a local condition on X, and the global 
拙 pectshould be treated in the next step by case-by-case approaches. 

In [8], we i叫roducedsome stabilities which have relations <lescril 

(GIT’like p引 able) C (p引 able）コ（strongp-stable) 
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In this note, we discuss and focus on GIT-like stability, which has some remarkable 
properties. Also, we briefly mention strong p-stability. 

Definition 2.1 (GIT-like p-stable point). Let X be an algebraic stack locally offinite 
type over a perfect field k. Let p be a closed point on X. The point pis GIT-like p-
stable if there exi蜘 aneffective versal deformation 代 X(A)for p (see Remark 2.2), 
which has the following properties: 

(a) The special fiber of the automorphism group AuもSp舵 ,4（ご）→ SpecA is linearly 
reductive. 

(b) If I denotes the ideal generated by nilpote蹴 elementsin A, then there exists 
a normal sゆgro叩 scheme:F of Aut（ご）×A (A/ I)吋 SpecA/ I such that the 
following conditions hold: (i) :F is smooth and affine over Spec A/ I, and whose 
geometric fibers are connected, (ii) the quotient Aut（と）×A(A/ I)/:F is日niteover 
Spec A/ I, and (iii) for any two morphismsα，{J: Tヰ SpecA/ I such that a＊~ 怨
β1  we have α‘F会話 β＊:FinAutr（α＊と） ~ Autr （β·~）. 

Remark 2.2. (i) The letter“p”in the terms GIT-like p-stable, p-stable.. is the 
initial of pointwise. 

(ii) We say that~ E X(A) is an e宣ectiveversal deform以ionfor a closed point p if 
(a) A is a complete noetherian local k-ring whose residue field is of finite type 

over k, 
(b) the special fiber of~ : Spec A→ X lies over p, 
(c) the corresponding morphism Spec A→ X is formally smooth, i.e., it satisfies 

the usual lifting property (cf. [ 8], [ 2]). 
(iii) Recall the definitio川 fli附 arlyreductivity. An algebr乱icgrc 

reductive if the functor 

(G-vector spaces over k）→（ k-vector spaces) Mト→ MG

is exact. In characteristic zero, an algebraic group is linearly reducitve if and only 
if it is a reductive group. 

(iv) GIT-like stability depends only on the reduced algebraic stack Xred associated to 
x. 

(v) To verify that a given group scheme Q over a reduced scheme Sおsmooth(over 
S), it is enough to prove that G→ S is equidimensional, and all fibers are smooth. 

(vi) The condition (iii) in (b) in Definition 2.1 is a natural compatibility condition. 
(vii) Our de五rion白tsin with Artin represe川abilitycrit防rion([3]) which is desribe l （ 

in terms of deformation theory. Of course, our formulation is influenced by Artinう日

works. 
(viii) A closed point on X i日間dto be a strong p-stable point if there exists an effi配備

tive versa! deformation ~ε X(A) such that there exists a fiat normal subgroup 
scheme :F C A叫（と） such that Aut（ご）／:F→SpecA is a finite morphism, and the 
compatibility condition儲 in(iii) in Definition 2.1 holds. 

To give a feeling for Gl'l二likep-stability defined above, we will consider the following 
example. The relationship with GIT will be discussed in the next section. Let G be a 
connected reductive group over C and C a connected smooth projective curve over C. 
Letんfbe the moduli al伊braicstack of Higgs G-bundle目。nC. The automorphism 
of every Higgs G-bundle ( 1にゆ εf(C,<5E×c n x)) contains the center of G. The 
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center Cent(G) is a reductive group and for any family (E, ¢)of Higgs G-bundle over 

C×c T, Cent( G）×cT is a normal subgroup in Autr((E, ¢)). A Higgs bundle (E, ¢)is 
GIT-like p-stable (in other words, the corresponding point on M is GIT-like p-stable) 
if and only if an effective versa.I deformation （ε，φ） ε M(A) for (Eうゆ） has a finite 
automorphism group scheme modulo Cent( G）×c Spec A. 

Now we are ready to state the existence theorem of coarse moduli spaces for GYI、－like
p-stable points ([8]). 

Theorem 2.3. Let X beαnαlgebraic stαck Zoeαlly ofβnite type overαperfect field. 
Then the open substαck X98 of GIT-like p-s／；αble points hαsα coαrse moduli mαp 

7r : ,ygs→x. 

Moreoverπis universally closed morphismαnd of finite type. 

The construction takes three steps: 
• First Step. Let X0 be the reduced stack associated to X. Applying the algebraiza-

tion, we may舗 sumethat the inertia stack I X0→お containsa smooth and a伍ne
subgroup stack F仁 IX0, whose geometric白bersare connected. Namely, X = ,ygs. 
Then the rigidification technique removes the automorphisms in F, and we obtain the 
"rigidified”山d王将ig.

• Second Step. By our a.ssun 
by Keel勘 l¥foritheorem’there exists a co訂 semoduli space X0 for X~ig The composite 

ぷ）→ x~ig → X0 is also a coarse moduli map for X0・（Thefirst and second steps are 
rather formal parts in our strategy.) 

• Third Step. Now we w札ntto construct a coarse moduli space X for X by deforming 
Xo a.s follows: 

X。 可
ョ， X

At this point, there are some points we should note. Even if an algebraic stack Y 
and the associated reduced stack Yo have coarse moduli spaces Y and九， the natural 
morphism 九→ Yis not necessarily a deformation. To make things simple, a.ssume 
that Y = [Spec A/G], Yo= [Spec( A/ I)/G］， をも＝ Spec(A/I)c and Y = SpecAc, where 
G is an algebraic group and I is a nilpotent ideal of A. If G is linearly reductive, then 
AG→ （Aj J)G is SU寸ective,thus九→ Yis a deformation加 expected.However, if 
G is unipotent, then it happens that Ac→（A/ I)c is not s吋ective.Note (A/ I)c = 
r(Yo, Oy0) and Ac= f(Y, Oy). Thus, we need to verify that after etale localization on 
Xo, f(X,Ox）→ f(Xo, Ox，。） is s叫ective.It is accomplished by constructing the “et ale 
local quotient structure”of X. In this part, we essentially use the linearly re正lutivity
of automorphism groups. Finally, developing the deformation theory of coarse moduli 
spaces, we construct the desired deformation X0 ＇－－→ x. 

3. COMPARING WITH GEOMETRIC INVARIANT THEORY 

We剖 sumethat the base field k is algebraically closed of characteristic: zero. In this 
section, we discuss the relationship between our GIT-like p-stability and Geometric 
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Invariant Theory due to Mumford ([11]). Let X be an algebraic scheme O刊 rk. Let 
G be a reductive group scheme over k. Let σ：G×k X → X be an action on X. Let 
X (Pre) C X be the open subset of X, consisting of pre-stable points in the sense of 
[11, Definition 1.7]. The relation is described by 

Theorem 3.1. Let [X(Pre)/C] be the叩ensubstαck of [X/C]. Let 

[X/C]9" 

be the open si山 tαckconsisting of GIT-like p-stαble points on [ X /CJ . Let S be the 

mαximal open st山 tαckof [X/C］， αdmitti句 αcoαrsemoduli spαce thαt is αscheme. 

(The open substαck Sc  Xis chαracterized by the following universαlity: If Uc  X hαs 
αcoαrse mod叫 spαcewhich isαsch巴me,thenU仁 S.)Then we have 

[X(Pre)/C] = [X/CJY• n S. 

From this evidence, we can say that GIT、－likep-stability is an intrinsic generalization 
of the local part of Mumford’s GIT. (Pre-stability in GIT is a local part of GIT.) 

Let us briefly explain how one can view pre-stable points in the sense of GIT as 
en二likep-stable points. Let zεX  be a closed pnトstablepoint. By the definition, 
there exists a C-invariant a伍neneighborhood U of x, such that the action of G on U 
is closed. That is to say, every orbit is a closed set in U. Notice that G acts also on 
the reduced scheme Ured associated to U (because the b邸 efield is perfect). Clearly, 
the action of G on Ured is closed. Let 

Stab→ Ured 

be the stabilizer group scheme defined to be the top horizontal arrow in the cartesian 
diagram 

(G x U，日心 xu•• dxu.吋 U尚一一一..，..Ure<l 

↓ l…l 
（σ，pr2） ’  

G X Ured Ured X Ured 

where σ：G×【fred→ U凶 isthe action. The group scheme Stab→ U同 isa (non-
fta吋equidimensionalgroup scheme over仏ed・Accordingto Matsushima’s theorem, 
we see that each fiber of Stab→ Ured is a reductive algebraic group. Let :F be the 
identity component of Stab. Then by SGA3 ([4]), :F is smooth and affine over Ured, 
whose geometric fibers are connected. Moreover it can be shown that Stab/:F is a 
finite scheme over Ured・ Since the completion of the local ring Ox,x gives rise to a 
versal deformation of the corresponding point on [X/C], thus we see that the日tration
FζStab over Ured yields the structure of a Gl1ユlikep-stable point. 

Remark 3.2. In Mumford’s GIT, it is essential to have the quotient of a scheme by a 
reductive group. However, an algebraic Artin stack is not necessarily of the quotient 
form [X/C], where X is a scheme (or more generally algebraic space), and G is a 
group scheme. In practice, it is quite hard to prove that a given algebraic stack is a 
quotient stack even if it h剖（cf.[7]). Moreover, it is hopeless to control the quotient 
structure. (In a sense, a quotient form should be viewed回 agood coordinate.) On 
the other hand, our stability is defined in the intirisic way, thus it seems to be flexible 
and convenient, especially in the case where stacks have modular interpretations. 
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4. HIDDEN PROPERNESS OF ALGEBRAIC STACKS: AN  APPLICATION 

In the final section, we will discuss the finiteness of coherent cohomology. In partic-
1山.r,we will propose“hidden properness”of algebraic (Artin) satcks. First we would 
like tor明 nindthe definition of proper morphisms between algebraic stacks. 

Definition 4.1 ([10]). Let f : X →Y be a morphism of algebraic stacks. The mor-
phism f: X→ Y is said to be proper if the following conditions hold: 
(i) f is universally closed map, 
(ii) f is of fi凶 etype, 
(iii) f is separated, i.e., the diagonal X→ X×y Xis proper. 

We have a finiteness of coherent cohomology for algebraic stacks: 

Theorem 4.2 (Laumon, Moret・Bailly,Faltings, Olsson, Gabber). Let f : X → Y be 
αproper mo叩hismof locαlly noetheriαnαlgebraic stαcks over locally noetheriαηbαse 
scheme. Let £ beαcoherent sheaf on X. Then for αny i三0,the sheaf Rf；εis 

coherent on Y. 

The finiteness theorem of coherent cohomology for proper algebraic stacks has been 
proved by Laumon a吋 Moret-Baillyunder some restrictive hypotheses (cf. [10, (15.6)]). 
Later, Faltings proved the finiteness theorem for general proper morphisms via a sur-
prising method of rigid geometry (cf. [5]). Recently, Olsson-Gabber proved Chow’s 
lemma for algebraic stacks a吋 reprovedthe finiteness theorem (cf. [12]). 

Now we would like to reader’s attention to: 

The separatedness for algebraic (Artin) stacks is a quite strong assump-
ti on. 

To understand it, let f: X→ y be a separated morphism. For simplicity, suppose that 
Y is a noetherian affine scheme Spec A. (The proof of the finiteness can be reduced 
to the c剖 eY = Spec A.) Let α，β：SpecK → X be morphisms where K is an 
algebraically closed field. Then the fiber product of 

SpecK 

! （白β）

X 一一~x ×Ax 
is the algebraic space Isom（α，β） , which represents the functor 

( K -schemes）ー（sets)

sending h: T→ Spec K to the set Homx{T} ( h ＊α，rβ）. The algebraic space Isom（αJJ) 
is empty or isomorphic to the proper algebraic gro叩 Aut（α）JK・ (Note that Isom（α＇/3）→ 
Spec K is proper.) The ide凶 tycomponent of the reduced (smooth) algebraic: group 
associated to Aut（α）；K is a (possibly 0-dimensional) abelian variety. Thus, if X h出

an object whose automorphism is a positive-dimensional affine group scheme, then 
X is not separated, in particular, not proper. This causes one of main drawbacks of 
algebraic stacks. Also, this observation tells us that if X is separated over A, then X 

practically has finite diagonal. Consequently, in such a situation, if X is proper over 
A, then it h剖 aproper coarse moduli space (by Keel-Mori theorem). 
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We are now in the position to state our finiteness. 

Theorem 4.3. Let X be αηαlgebraic stαck ofβnite type overαfield k. Suppose that 
αll closed pointsαre GIT-like p-stable，αndαcoα問 tmoduli spαce for X is proper k. 
Let £ be a coherent sheaf on X. Then for any iど0,the cohornology Jii(X, £) is finite 
dimensional. Moreover, (of co包rse)the relativεversion of品isstatement holds. 

Clearly, our finiteness does not contain Theorem 4 because X in Theorem 4.3 is 

supposed to have li附 arlyreductive automorphi日川 (and we work only over a field). 

But, nevertheless, we would like to stress that our finiteness is applicable to a certain 

class of non-proper algebraic stacks (in particular, o首都sumptionis fairly weak in 

characteristic zero, and it can be applied to algebraic stacks having positive dimensional 

a節m automorphi日間 groups). We should think that such algebraic stacks behave 

like proper, and h札.ve“hiddenproperness”（although here we ignore the finiteness 

concerning constructible sheav・田）．「lhe proof is di蜘rentfrom Faltin~’s one and Olsson-
Gabber’s one. Our proof is done by showing that the coarse moduli map X→ X h制

the “hidden properness”. Given an algebraic stack of finite type and all closed points 

are GIT-like p-sta説e,we have a version of valuative criterion for the properness of a 

coarse mod凶 spacefor X ([8]). Using it, we can state our finite附日swithout making 

reference to the coar問 modulispace. 
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